3rd September 2020

Principal’s Message
Dear Parents,

Congratulations!
Congratulations and well done to our amazing students and parents for the outstanding commitment you
each make to education, demonstrated by your enthusiasm and daily participation in the remote learning
journey.
THREE WAY CONFERENCES commence on Wednesday 9th September
Three-way conferences commence next Wednesday and involve the students and parents along with the
teacher. During the three-way conferences, everyone has a role to play. The students demonstrate what
they know as they articulate their accomplishments and future learning goals (dependent on year level of
student). The parents find out about their children’s learning, have the opportunity to ask questions and
express their ideas, so they can further continue to support their children’s learning at home. Teachers
facilitate the three-way conversations; they support the learners and the parents by clarifying, elaborating
and responding to specific questions and concerns.
The three-way conference is part of the Personal and Social and Critical and Creative Thinking Capabilities in
the Victorian Curriculum. It gives students the opportunity to articulate and reflect on their learning. Through
self-assessment students are more responsible for and involved in their own learning.
Some possible sentence starters or questions that parents can use to initiate discussion with your child about
their learning experiences, remote learning and future goals could be:
















That was great; I can see how much you have improved.
I can see how your [use of language and punctuation] has improved.
You seemed to have really enjoyed learning about…
You really seemed to have been interested in this topic.
You presented your work… (well, with pride, so I could understand)…
I can see how much more you understand because…
I can see how much thinking you would have had to do, to….
How has this changed the way you think?
What makes you say that?
How can you connect this to your everyday life?
I can see that you displayed confidence/risk-taking/empathy/
independence/commitment/enthusiasm/creativity when you completed this task. (Choose
one!)
You should be really be proud of……
Perhaps next term you can focus more on…………for a goal.
Thank you for sharing your learning with me/us, it’s so good to have seen what you do at school
or have achieved during remote learning.

The duration of the interview is 10 minutes. Students usually begin by sharing their learning and then there is
an opportunity for the parents to ask questions and give encouragement. The younger students may require
more teacher/parent support with the conversation.
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Why do we do it this way?
Professor Hattie, the Director of the Melbourne Education Research Institute, University of Melbourne,
identifies “student self-reporting as the most significant indicator linked to raising student achievement.”
At PPS, we also know that it encourages students to reflect on their learning and promotes the articulation of
student thinking.
PROMOTING WELLBEING through Coping Strategies – Breathing, Meditation and Mindfulness.
When many things feel uncertain or out of our control, one of the most effective ways we can
manage stress and anxiety is to focus on the actions that are in our control.
Looking after your wellbeing during this challenging time is of paramount importance. If you are feeling
stressed, anxious or just struggling to deal with things, there are many coping strategies you can try. People
often think ‘coping’ is about doing well or even thriving. But most of the time, coping is about just getting by in
hard circumstances. It’s that inner strength or resilience that allows you to put one foot in front of the other
when you feel like giving up.
Different coping strategies work differently for different people, which is what can make coping so tricky.
Coping skills are methods that individuals use to deal with stressful situations and sensations.
Everyone, including animals have coping skills. People’s coping skills consist of the thoughts and actions that
one uses to deal with distress or threats. It is important that we learn healthy coping skills, like talking about
your feelings, and model those skills for children. Most people have various types of coping skills which are
used for different situations.
Emotion-focused coping skills are helpful for reducing negative emotions associated with stress. This type of
coping is great when an individual has very little control over a situation, such as the current pandemic and
restrictions. Examples of coping skills include breathing slow and calm breaths, meditation and practicing
mindfulness.

Mindfulness strategies are all about being 'present' by connecting with one or more of your
five senses. They are sight, sound, smell, taste and touch. Here are some mindfulness
techniques you can try:


Focus on 3 things you can hear, 3 things you can smell, and 3 things your body can physically feel



Touch is a great way to be present – you might stomp your feet, pat your cat or even have a massage



Get absorbed in the moment – playing sport, playing a video game or just having fun with friends is a
great way to have a mental break from worries



Focus on really listening to an awesome song



Eat something yummy really slowly, savouring the taste



Splash cool water on your face – this can trigger the ‘mammalian dive reflex’ which is an automatic
response that slows your heart rate and brain waves (designed to help us survive when swimming
underwater)



For more information and ideas on coping skills, please see the ‘Coping Skills’ poster attached to this
newsletter. See the poster below the newsletter items regarding coping strategies to assist wellbeing.
Kids Helpline provides a video clip ‘Brain Basics’- about stress, anxiety and brain hacks- (For older year level
students) https://youtu.be/LB0NLJjVYJo

Stay Safe
Karen Jenkin
Principal
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COPING SKILLS
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The Grade Two’s have been working
exceptionally hard on their writing over
the term. They have learned so much
about the process of being a narrative
author. We have worked on creating
sizzling starts to captivate the audience
and how to keep the reader’s attention,
through detailed writing and problemmaking! The students also had an
opportunity to become an illustrator, by
creating their own book cover.
All of the students did a terrific job and
we wish we could have shared ALL of
their work.
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Students have shown their engagement and enthusiasm in music through
the excellent work submitted during remote learning. Students have been
singing, moving to music, listening to music and sounds around the
house, reading rhythms, analysing music and creating their own music
compositions. Well done everyone for the effort you have put into all of
your work!
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The Year 3s created these amazing fruit
and vegetable faces during Food Week in
Visual Arts. A truly delicious outcome!

These guys are Year 5
newspaper dogs.

The Year 6 students created these amazing 3D cake drawings, developing excellent visual communication
and creative skills.
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The Year 5’s created these amazing and mouth- watering “Build-a-Burger” as part of Food
Week in the Visual Arts remote program.

The Preps created these wonderful collages, selecting their favourite fruit as the subject.
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REMOTE LEARNING STAR AWARD
PG Laurielle W

For always participating during WebEx sessions by putting your hand up and having a go at
answering questions. All the work you have submitted this term has been fantastic and I can
tell you have been trying your best. Keep it up!

PK Iris A

For continually demonstrating enthusiasm and confidence during all WebEx sessions and
for the excellent effort you are putting into remote learning. Well done Iris, I'm so proud of you!

PL Phoebe L

Well done Phoebe on an awesome writing piece! I love that you wrote a draft, where you did
an awesome job trying to sound out new words. Then wrote a final, good copy to further
im-prove your beautiful work! Keep up the amazing effort Phoebe ⭐️

PM Lachy T

For challenging himself to write 8 facts about his dad! Lachy independently sounded out some
tricky words by using his knowledge of digraphs and graphs from our words of the week and
consistently used his full stops and capital letters. Sensational work this week Lachy – Keep it
up!

PP Shreya V

Well done Shreya on your writing about the ducks. You thought a lot about your sentences and
what you could see in the video and then you did a fantastic job of writing down the sounds you
could hear in the tricky words. I also love the amazing effort you put into your picture!

PR Luka G

For the thoughtful and considerate way Luka demonstrated gratitude by helping to set up and
prepare for his family picnic. He included interesting information and punctuation in his recount
about his picnic. Well done Luka!

1C Arya D

Well done for attending all the WebEx meetings with enthusiasm and demonstrating a fantastic
commitment to your learning. Keep it up, Arya!

1D Nicole X

For trying your best to improve your learning by attending all WebEx meetings. You are showing
your 'I Can Do It' attitude by having a go at answering questions! Keep up the great work Nicole!

1E Michelle D

For the tremendous effort you have been putting into your journal recounts and spelling each
week. Your recount about 'Peppa Pig' was written beautifully and followed the correct recount
structure. Keep up the amazing work, Michelle!

1H Neya S

For her outstanding handwriting! Neya presents and completes written work to a high standard
at all times! Great effort Neya!

1M Jiayou Z

Jiayou your work is always completed to the highest standard and you are always happy and
enthusiastic about school and learning. Keep it up, Jiayou!

1S Jerry Q

For the huge effort you are putting into your learning this term and for being a regular
participant in our morning class meetings. Well done Jerry!

2A Cruz V

For always having a positive attitude to tasks and always being eager to share and engage in our
WebEx classes. We particularly enjoyed your Fascinating Friday quiz and your funny jokes
and riddles!

2A Elektra T

For consistently completing her online work to a high standard and always challenging
herself with any additional tasks on offer. Well done for the wonderful effort you have been
putting in at home, Elektra!

2F Meadow F

For working so hard each and every week, particularly on your writing. Your narrative, ‘The
Princess Who is Going to be Queen’ demonstrated this dedication beautifully.
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REMOTE LEARNING STAR AWARD
2F Tevin S

For your amazing science experiment video that you showed for Fascinating Friday. You
spoke about the ‘chemical reaction’ like a true scientist!

2G Hamza

Congratulations Hamza on working so well onsite! You have shown initiative and I can see
you are trying so hard to do all of your work. Keep up the amazing work, Hamza!

2G Mason

Well done Mason on your amazing work ethic throughout online learning. You have
shown creativity and growth in your learning. Congratulations on all your hard work!

2H Nathaniel S

For his enthusiasm and confidence sharing his narrative, 'Saviour of the Earth'. It was jam
packed with wow words, adverbs and similes. Well Done!

2H Parnavi K

Well done for your outstanding reading on Wushka. I love listening to you read with
expression and confidence. Keep up the fantastic work, Parnavi!

2K Kosta

For the wonderful effort you are making with your learning. You are always smiling and
keen to read Wuskha books. Congratulations on the adorable acrostic KOSTA poem you
wrote.

2K Alysha

Congratulation on working enthusiastically to complete your tasks. You have completed
some neat and creative writing! Keep up the fabulous work Alysha!

2M Alexander B

Congratulations for producing a wonderful piece of narrative writing. I was so impressed
with your final result!

2M Srisa B

For reading with confidence and great expression. Srisa participates positively in all
activities. Well done!

3B Sahib S

Congratulations on your enthusiastic approach to improving your spelling skills. Well
done!

3B Arth M

Your improvement in your writing is to be congratulated. Keep up the effort. Well done!

3J Hannah T

For always demonstrating independence and maturity to take charge of her learning and
work to a very high standard. Keep up the fabulous work, Hannah.

3J Eric L

For always having a positive attitude, working hard and making his classmates and teacher
laugh a lot during this remote learning period. We are lucky to have you in 3J, Eric!

3P Myra K

For the excellent effort she puts into her Book Club tasks. Myra is able to demonstrate her
comprehension through her well-written summaries and discussion points. Great work!

3P Tyler M

Congratulations Tyler on an outstanding information report on Australia’s First People.
You clearly demonstrated your understanding and presented your work well. Fantastic
effort!

3T Abby J

For the effort going into your work at school and at home. You’re taking the tasks seriously
and working very hard to get as much done as you can.

3T Aliza B

For the amount of work you have uploaded throughout Remote Learning. It’s clear you’re
proud of all the work you put together – as you should be!

3V Tayla T

For her impressive information report on Australia's First People. It was super
informative, engaging and shows the effort you have put in over the past few
weeks. Well done!
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REMOTE LEARNING STAR AWARD
3V Alena C

For a very productive week of online learning. You applied yourself in all tasks and asked
great questions during meetings. Keep up the good work!

4F Kaylee

For attending all our meetings and for always uploading every task required to a very high
standard. Well done Kaylee and keep up the fantastic effort.

4G Grace L

For attending all our meetings with a big smile and being ready to learn. You always put in
your best effort and should be very proud of your efforts. Well Done!

4H Jewin P

Congratulations Jewin for continued persistence during Remote Learning. You attend all
WebEx meetings, upload all required tasks and make excellent use of our class open
question time. Well done!

4M Holly

For your continued focus and effort during Remote Learning 2.0. You are consistently
uploading work that is completed neatly, resulting in your pen licence! Keep up the amazing
attitude!

4P Abalnoor K

For always putting your best effort into completing tasks, even when you find them
challenging. It is great to see you submitting so much wonderful work.

5A Aditya N

For your wonderful Speaking and Listening presentation. You spoke passionately about
‘Dark Matter’, made great eye contact and provided a lot of factual information. Well done
Aditya.

5C Mitchell D

For your excellent contributions to our WebEx sessions. You participate regularly, answering
many questions and always having a go, well done!

5D Issy K

For the excellent oral presentation she gave about how volcanoes work. Issy put great effort
into researching and designing her PowerPoint, and she spoke with clarity and confidence.
Well done Issy!

5J Vishal V

For being a consistent and lively participant in all of our WebEx conferences. Your
knowledge of global events and vibrant sense of humour is an asset to all 5J discussions,
keep it up!

6H Visvaraj T

For the exceptional amount of effort you put into all of your tasks. You always go beyond
the expected requirements. Amazing work!

6T Zavier R

For holding himself to high standards and independently editing and improving his work.

6U Kaashvi J

For the consistent effort and detail that she puts into all of her work. I particularly loved
your PowerPoint slideshow about culture. Keep up the fantastic work!

MUSIC
Jesse B 1D

For the outstanding effort and enthusiasm you put into every music task during remote
learning. Well done Jesse! Keep up the good work!

ART
Adrian H PG

RESPECT

For the wonderful and exceptionally high standard of presented artwork and the amazing
digital presentations that accompany them.
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REMOTE LEARNING STAR AWARD
FRENCH P-2
Neya S 1H

For producing outstanding French work every week and for always submitting it on time.
Well done, Neya! Keep up the fantastic effort!

FRENCH 3-6
Nithin K 4P

For completing the French work on timetables and time at a very high standard and
for always putting 110% effort in all of his French work.

STEM P-2

Science Week Award RAFT

Anna V PM

For her fantastic raft, built entirely of natural materials! Great work Anna, your raft looks
great especially on the art work too! Keep it up!

STEM P-2

Science Week Award BUOY

Peter S 1M

That was a fantastic little marker buoy you made Peter. Plenty of good thinking and testing
out to see if it worked in rough weather.

STEM 3-6

Science Week Award CANOE

Cameron F 5J

We loved the thinking Cameron put into designing and making his model outrigger canoe.
Well done Cam.

STEM 3-6

Science Week Award FISH FARM

Jiya J 4G

Your model fish farm was simple but effective and well thought out. Very good design and
construction Jiya.
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